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The Fish Game 

Summary 
(Note: You’ve been talking about different types and characteristics of the commons. Sidewalks, 
air, water, language, fashion. Now, you’re going to talk about how to play a role in maintaining 
one specific commons — fish. You are going to concentrate on fish because it is a tangible way 
aspect of the commons that can easily be illustrated.  
 
While fish and fisheries might seem distant from daily life in New York City, they actually 
embody a problem that is common to New Yorkers. An important question to ask after the game 
is “How can and does New York manage a commons that can be depleted and ruined by our 
overuse?” (Examples: Air, Streets, Water, etc.) Keep this in mind as we begin this lesson. 
 
In this section you are going to look at “market failures,” circumstances in which the free market 
can produce undesirable results — results that damage the environment and social well-being. 
These market failures are not revolutionary, but are acknowledged by mainstream economists as 
problems that arise in a free market system. There are ways to address these market failures and 
to ensure that business activity doesn’t harm ecological and social well-being. This lesson 
demonstrates one of these occurrences: “the tragedy of the commons.” The next lesson 
introduces another one: externalities. The goal is to help students understand that the free market 
doesn’t always safeguard the common good or protect against “externalities” — but that a 
combination of directed public policy and business practices can reduce or eliminate many of the 
problems created by these failures. 
 
When you introduce the game, it is VERY important to introduce it as “The Fish Game” 
and not “The Commons Game.” It is also important not to mention market failures. This is 
because we want students to play the game using their instincts, and not specifically to 
counter market failures or protect the commons.) 

Learning Objectives 

Students, through playing this game and analyzing their results, will learn that: 
• The natural world provides us with many renewable resources, which can be used again 

and again and which continually renew their capacity to provide us with a good or 
service.  

• Renewable resources have a sustainable yield; if that yield is exceeded, the resource is 
reduced or exhausted.  

• Common pool resources, in many situations, tend to be overused and degraded. 

• Renewable resources with sustainable yields include fisheries, grass for cattle, the 
capacity of the air to absorb and cycle carbon, the capacity of a lake to absorb sewage, 
etc. 
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Materials 

Enough “chips” (or paper squares, which can be decorated with fish clip art) so that each group 
of up to five people receives 20 chips at the start, and enough additional chips to replenish the 
common pool after each round (60 chips per group). You can use little paper squares, paper 
clips, etc. A 10” x 10” “Fish Grid” (p. 178) is included in this chapter. Teachers can photocopy 
this sheet and cut as many as they need. Envelopes with 60 fish in each envelope should be 
prepared ahead of time for distribution at the beginning of the game to each small group of three 
to five students. Make four copies of the Student Handout, “Commons Game Recorder” (p. 177), 
and hand them out with the “Commons Game Guide” (p. 174) to each student. Teacher should 
use “Commons Game Guide” Teacher Resource/Overhead to make transparencies to present the 
game. 

Learning Opportunities 

Day One 

• Break students into groups of three to five around tables. Groups should vary in size.  

• Use transparency to go over Game Guide on overhead while students read the handouts. 

• Hand out copies of the “Commons Game Guide” (p. 174). 

• Play the game each of the five ways outlined in the Game Guide. 

• Have students record results for each game, using the “Game Recorder” (p. 176). You 
can also have students create a spreadsheet file which can calculate the results. You can 
use the same formula for each turn in Games 3 & 4 & 5, because the conditions are 
always the same. 

Day Two 

• In order to ensure that students understand why and how they played this game, it is 
important to cover some of the following debriefing questions. Ask the questions below. 
(Note: Each time you facilitate this role play, the results will be different depending on 
the size of the groups, the behavior of the individuals and the behavior of the groups. The 
“population” of each group is an important variable, for example, some groups work 
together to figure out mathematically how to sustain the fish population over time; some 
groups fish out early on and then learn their lesson; some groups play all their games 
without learning their lesson; some groups figure out a sustainable fishing strategy, but 
suffer as individuals in the group practice unsustainable fishing (which illustrates that a 
mathematical understanding of how to “play the game” is often not enough to address 
the systemic and ethical issues). It will get more and more interesting every time you 
facilitate this role play. In case you do not have the time to ask all of the questions below, 
you may want to select in advance the questions that are most relevant for your 
instructional purpose and for your audience.)  
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Debriefing Questions 

1. How many of you finished ten rounds in each game? If none, why not? If yes, why do 
you think so? 

2. How many of you assumed that the objective of the game was to have as many chips as 
possible for yourself after playing all ten rounds? How many of you assumed that the 
objective of the game was to have as many chips as possible for the whole group after 
playing ten rounds? 

3. For those of you who took “too much,” why did you do it? (List the reasons on the board. 
Note that there are many reasons, besides “greed,” that motivate people to take more than 
the sustainable yield.) 

4. For those of you who tried to limit your catch, why did you do it? How did you feel when 
others took “too much”? 

5. Which game resulted in the greatest average number of chips at the end of ten rounds? 
Which game resulted in the greatest number of chips for a single player at the end of ten 
rounds? (The answer to this question almost always reveals that the groups that work 
together and figure out the math ... end up with the most chips. AND they are still fishing 
— thus they have succeeded individually and collectively ... By succeeding for the group 
they succeeded for each individual in the group).  

6. What was the best short-term strategy? What was the best long-term strategy?  

7. In the first two games how did decisions get made? Did the individual fisherfolk come up 
with a sustainable plan for fishing? In the 3rd game — how did government regulation 
contribute to a sustainable plan for fishing? In the 4th and 5th games did the town meeting 
where everyone was encouraged to cooperate as members of civil society contribute to a 
sustainable plan for fishing? What is the fairest way to fish for swordfish? What do you 
think is the best way to fish for swordfish? 

8. Why do you think we add 50% to the pot in the last game? (Answer: The regeneration 
rate of fish cannot be predicted precisely. By adding 50% the pot, we enter a more 
complex variable to be considered.) 

9. How do you think the environment and other animals are affected by the fish harvest? 

a. Tell students that a free market existed for fish. The free market, which works in 
some circumstances, didn’t seem to protect the fishery from overharvesting when 
the rules allowed fishermen to fish as much as they wanted to. What occurred is 
known as a market failure. Why did the market fail to preserve the fish and the 
fishing businesses? (List the students’ reasons on the board.) 

Tell students that the game just played demonstrated the problems that free markets can have 
with common pool resources, or public goods. Public goods are not used and owned 
individually, but collectively; many are available to any and  
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b. all takers (in some of our Fish and Chips games, anyone can buy a fishing boat 
and head out and catch as many swordfish as possible). In other words, no one  

can be excluded from using the resource — including those who use it 
responsibly, or who pay for its use, and those who abuse the resource or don’t pay 
for its use. Ask students to think of other examples of goods like this: examples 
include the air (i.e. no one “owns” the air — can you stop anyone from breathing 
or using the air?), the ozone layer, the oceans, sea life such as dolphins, national 
parks and forests.  

These are all examples of physical things that are common pool resources. Certain 
aspects of social capital can also be considered a common good — for example, 
everyone benefits from working and living in a trusting society.  

c. Can you think of any product or service that does not directly or indirectly rely on 
a common pool resource? 

d. Economists assume all players in the economy are “rational actors” — which are 
defined as individuals interested only in maximizing their own profit.  

e. However, profit maximizing is not rational if players overuse the common pool 
resources and degrade the ability of natural systems to replenish themselves — 
and thereby degrade the ability of natural systems to support us. What ways could 
overexploitation of common pool resources affect maximizing profit? 

f. Can government and civil society play a role in keeping an eye on “the commons” 
or common pool resources for all of us? What role/roles can they play? Should 
they play? 

g. Look at the student-generated list of “Commons” problems — the students’ 
answers to the questions about why they overfished in “the Commons Game.” 
Lead a discussion that covers the following reasons why free markets have 
problems preserving public goods. 

 
10.  What do you think is the difference between finite and infinite resources? (Have students 

reflect to the lesson on the commons and how finite/infinite commons resources are 
illustrated in the game). Explain that some common resources have limits and represent 
diminishing resources. Fish and other finite resources that can be overharvested or 
depleted are examples of finite commons. Language, music, fashion and literacy are 
examples of infinite commons because they can not be depleted and only added too. This 
means more people are educated, more music is created, and more types of language and 
communication are created.  

 

The resource is held in common, but the profits from using the resource are private. (This 
is the case in the Commons game.) In a famous parable, “The Tragedy of the Commons,” people 
in a village graze their cows (which they own individually) on a commonly held pasture. The  
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short-term gain for each individual from grazing additional cattle outweighs the costs of 
degradation to the common pasture, which is borne by all villagers collectively. Private, short-
term profits thus conflict with maintaining the long-term health of the common pasture. In these 
situations, individuals’ private gains, for a time, exceed their small, equal share of the 
consequences from wrecking the long-term health of the resource. Even people concerned with 
maintaining the resource can feel compelled to “get what they can while the getting is good,” 
before the resource is over exploited.  

 
Cheaters sometimes cannot be identified and punished. In New England, for example, 
lobstermen are not supposed to catch egg-laden females; many fishermen would simply scrape 
the eggs off and add the lobster to the catch. When new technology evolved — inspectors use a 
scanning device that can detect the tell-tale scraping marks — very few fishermen break the law. 
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institute http://www.whoi.edu is a great source for additional 
research. In the Commons Game, for example, no one was punished for taking too many fish. 

 
Users are not immediately dependent on the long-term productivity of the resource. If 
someone in the Commons Game made a big profit from over exploiting the fish, after the fishery 
collapsed they could take their money and invest it elsewhere.  

 

The price signals, which usually help a market adjust itself, don’t work with resources that 
have limits. (There are only so many fish in the sea, for example.) So what happens is this: fish 
become scarce (because they are overfished and the fishery is collapsing); price for the fish rises; 
more people are motivated to fish; fish become more scarce; price for fish rises even higher — 
until extinction or the collapse of the fishery. 

 

Stop and ask the following questions: 

• What is the role of government and civil society in protecting and enhancing “The 
Commons?”  

• Can you think of any other strategies to help people maintain the productivity and health of 
common-pool resources/public goods? (Record answers and discuss.) 

• Can you see why public goods are a problem for businesses, governments and citizens to 
cope with on their own. (Some possible answers include: Because the rules and procedures 
we have for doing business in a free market often don’t protect our “global commons”: the 
atmosphere, rivers, the ocean, the ozone layer, the social health of families, a public 
environment of trust and honesty.)  

• Discuss the pros and cons of the ways government and civil society can protect and enhance 
the public goods (“the commons”) responsibly and creatively so that future generations can 
benefit from them too. 
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Fish Game Guide 

An Exploration of Private Profits and Public Goods 
 
We are each going to run a swordfish-fishing company! Each 
person in the group runs a fishing business and will be 
fishing for swordfish in the same ocean. Assign the envelope 
to a banker (“nature”) in the group of players. The banker will 
put 20 fish in the middle of the table, the fish can be found in 
the envelope. Each chip is equal to one fish, 20 chips is this 
ocean’s carrying capacity for swordfish. 
 
In each round, each person can fish for a certain number of 
swordfish. There are three ways to fish for swordfish: 
 
1) Harpoon fishing: take one chip 
 
2) Long-line fishing: take two chips 
 
3) Free-for-all long-line fishing: take three chips 
 
(Each turn, each person can take one, two or three chips, 
depending on the instructions for that game.) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
 
 
After each round when all players have taken their fish, the 
banker (“nature”) will count the number of swordfish left and 
add 25% to the pot, up to, but not exceeding, 20 fish (round 
up if you need to).  
 
Example:  If there are 12 fish left, 3 fish (25% of 12) will be  
added to the pot, bringing the total up to 15. (In real life,  
swordfish produce far fewer than 25% new offspring  
each year—they are like humans in that they have few  
children over the course of their lifetimes.)  
 
The added fish represent the number of baby swordfish 
made by the swordfish that were left after everyone has 
taken their fish (the ones that were left in the ocean to 
reproduce).  
 
The object of each game: To have as many fish as 
possible after playing all 10 rounds. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


